Previously Gysen, De Graef, and Verfaillie [Vision Research 42 (2002) 379] showed that, with stimulus displays presenting one stationary and one translating object, sensitivity for intrasaccadic displacements was higher for translating than for stationary objects. In the present paper the importance of the relative encoding of the path of the translating object towards the stationary object is investigated. In three experiments we compared detection of intrasaccadic displacements of translating objects in relative motion (moving towards the landmark object) and translating objects moving in isolation. No 'facilitatory' effect of relative motion was found. However a visual field effect was present. Performance was always better for the translating object presented in the lower part in comparison to the upper part of the visual field. A fourth experiment investigated the sensitivity for intrasaccadic displacements of stationary and translating objects presented in the upper as well as in the lower visual field. A lower visual field advantage was observed. The superior performance for translating objects, as was found previously, was confirmed in the lower and upper visual field.
Introduction
A fixation gives access to only a limited part of the visual scene. Therefore, saccadic eye movements are made to bring new information into the high-acuity foveal region of the retina. However, although saccades provide the visual system with new scene information, they also shift and smear the projection of visual information on the retina. Nevertheless, in everyday life this shifting and smearing is not 'experienced' by the observer. Instead, the visual world appears stable and continuous. This has led to the question of how the visual system achieves this continuous perception in spite of the constant alternation between fixations and saccades.
Research on transsaccadic integration has a long tradition in examining perception across saccades by exploiting the strongly reduced visual sensitivity during saccades. Typically, intrasaccadic changes (i.e., during saccades) in certain object or scene attributes such as object position, orientation, color, are made (Grimes, 1996; Henderson & Hollingworth, 1999; McConkie & Currie, 1996; Rayner, McConkie, & Zola, 1980; Verfaillie, De Troy, & Van Rensbergen, 1994) . Because of saccadic suppression (Burr, Morrone, & Ross, 1994; Paus, Marrett, Worsley, & Evans, 1995; Ross, Morrone, Goldberg, & Burr, 2001; Thiele, Henning, Kubischik, & Hoffmann, 2002) and visual masking by pre-and postsaccadic perception (Campbell & Wurtz, 1978) , the transient changes themselves are not visible. It is assumed that the visual system uses some kind of memory to provide continuous perception across fixations. The informational content of transsaccadic memory can be revealed by investigating the relative detectability of different types of intrasaccadic changes (explicit measure) or their influence on postsaccadic fixation times (implicit measure). In other words, intrasaccadic display changes are used as a technique to examine what type of information is critical in providing fluent perception across fixations.
Experiments on biological motion (Verfaillie et al., 1994) and object (Pollatsek, Rayner, & Henderson, 1990) perception have demonstrated that the exact position of a biological motion walker or an object is not accurately maintained across saccades. Intrasaccadic position changes of objects or biological motion walkers are difficult to detect; perception continues without the viewer noticing that anything changed. Hence, it was hypothesized that transsaccadic object representations are relatively independent of the object's position. Recently, we observed that, in comparison to stationary objects, intrasaccadic displacements of a translating object are detected with higher accuracy (Gysen, De Graef, & Verfaillie, 2002) . In the latter study, we presented viewers with displays containing one stationary object and one moving object that translated on a horizontal axis towards the stationary object. Subjects were instructed, on a trial-by-trial basis, to make a saccade to either the moving or the stationary object. During the saccade, one of the two objects could be displaced and the subject indicated which object, if any, had changed. Signal detection sensitivity values (d 0 ) were higher for the translating object than for the stationary object. This suggests that transsaccadic spatial perception of stationary and translating objects have to be differentiated. The differentiation between moving and stationary stimuli, with respect to transsaccadic perception, is also put forward by Pollatsek and Rayner (in press) . Furthermore, we proposed that a translating object is processed in a fast and accurate way transsaccadically to allow precise eye movement planning, tracking, collision detection, etc. (Gysen, Verfaillie, & De Graef, in press ). This necessitates that the position of the object is constantly updated, which explains why displacements of the translating object are detected more readily than intrasaccadic displacements of a stationary object. Probably, stationary objects are assumed to hold their position across fixations and therefore are less in need of a frequent update of their exact position.
Another possible explanation for the superior detection of intrasaccadic displacements of the translating object, is that the stimulus configuration we used in our experiments supported good relative encoding of the moving object (relative to the stationary landmark object). Moreover, it is possible that subjects encoded the distance between the translating and the stationary object and attributed a detected change in the distance to the moving object instead of the stationary object, under the assumption that stationary objects remain stable across saccades. The purpose of the present article is to further investigate the role of relative position coding in the transsaccadic perception of translating objects. Gysen et al. (2002) previously showed that relative encoding of the distance between the stationary and the translating object and the biased attribution of changes to the translating object certainly was not the sole explanation for the high sensitivity values for changes of the moving object. Experiments in which only one object (stationary or translating) was present on a trial documented that subjects were still better at detecting intrasaccadic displacements of a horizontally translating object than displacements of a stationary object. Nevertheless, no direct comparison was made between conditions in which the moving object translated towards another object and conditions in which the moving object translated in isolation. Furthermore, sensitivity values for the translating object were somewhat lower in the experiment with only one object present than in experiments with both the stationary and translating object present on a trial. This pattern of findings leaves open the possibility that, in the experiments with both objects present on a single trial, the position of the translating object was encoded relative to the stationary object and that this relative coding contributed to the superior transsaccadic memory for the translating object.
Four experiments are reported in this article. In three experiments (Experiments 1, 2, and 3), the possible beneficial effect of the presence of a stationary landmark object on the transsaccadic coding of the position of a translating object, was investigated. In addition, Experiment 3 also examined the effect of the presaccadic visual field position of a translating object on the transsaccadic encoding of the spatial position of that object. Experiment 4 tested visual field effects for the transsaccadic encoding of stationary as well as translating objects.
Experiments

Experiment 1
Previous research on the detection of intrasaccadic displacements (Gysen et al., 2002) , showed that sensitivity was significantly higher for the translating object than for the stationary object. The main purpose of Experiment 1 was to explore the effect of the presence of a stationary landmark object on the detection of displacements of the translating object. On each trial, one stationary and two moving objects were shown. One moving object was translating towards the stationary object and the other moving object was translating in isolation towards the opposite side of the screen. We refer to the former object as the object in relative motion (RM) and to the latter moving object as the object in absolute motion (AM).
1 The RM and AM object were always translating in opposite directions (upwards vs. downwards or vice versa) in the left versus right part of the screen (randomised across trials). Fig. 1 clarifies this situation. Subjects were required to fixate a cross in the center of the screen before making a saccade to one of the moving objects. During the saccade, the RM or AM object could jump (forwards or backwards in their motion path) or no displacement took place. After the saccade, subjects had to indicate which, if any, of the two moving objects had changed position.
First, if a stationary object can serve as a landmark for encoding the path of motion of the translating object, detection of intrasaccadic changes in the path of the RM object should be more accurate than detection of displacements of the AM object.
Second, we expected better sensitivity for changes in the saccade target object than for changes in the nontarget object. The postsaccadic eccentricity of the nontarget object was fairly large. In addition, the non-target object was presented in the opposite lateral as well as opposite vertical visual field relative to the target object (Henderson, 1991) . Henderson (1991) investigated the effect of the visual field position of an attentional cue on accuracy and response time to stimuli presented in one of the four quadrants of visual space. The condition in which the attentional cue and the stimulus that had to be judged were presented in opposite lateral and vertical visual fields, generally was the most difficult situation.
2.1.1. Method 2.1.1.1. Subjects. Eight psychology students (four women, four men) participated in the experiment. All had normal or corrected-to-normal vision.
2.1.1.2. Stimulus displays and procedure. Each subject took part in two sessions of 192 randomly ordered trials. Fig. 2 shows the progression of a typical trial.
At the beginning of a trial (Frame 1 in Fig. 2 ), a fixation cross (subtending 1°Â 1°) was presented. The subject fixated the cross and pressed a button to indicate that he/she was ready to start the trial. Three crosses appeared where the objects would appear (Frame 2), while the subject still fixated the fixation cross. After 250 ms, three objects appeared (Frame 3). The objects were yellow cones presented on a gray background. Objects subtended 2°Â 2° (Fig. 3) . One object (presented on the left or right side of the screen) remained stationary throughout the trial (landmark object), the other two objects (one object on the left, the other object on the right side of the screen) moved vertically in opposite directions. One translating object moved vertically towards the stationary object (relative motion ¼ RM). The other translating object moved in the opposite direction, but no landmark object was present (absolute motion ¼ AM). Motion was created by vertically displacing the object one pixel per frame, producing an angular velocity of 2.68 deg/s. Both objects started moving at the same time and with the same velocity so that at the time of the saccade onset, the distance from the fixation cross to both objects was equal (%8°).
2 The subject still fixated the fixation cross. After 1 s, a tone signaled the subject to make a saccade. The subject was wearing ear-phones. Depending on the ear in which the tone signal was given, a saccade was made to the left or to the right moving object. In half of the trials, the subject had to make a saccade to the RM object, in the other half to the AM object. During this saccade, the fixation cross disappeared and a position change could take place (Fig. 2 , Frame 4): The RM object shifted (1=3 of the trials), the AM object shifted (1=3 of the trials), or nothing changed (1=3 of the trials). Subjects were informed about the three possible types of displacements. The displacement consisted of a 0.5°shift backwards or forwards relative to the position of the object prior to the initiation of the change. The position change was 6.26% of the distance between fixation cross and saccade target object. After the saccade was made, the subject had to indicate which moving object, if any, had changed. The subject had a four-button response box: He/she pressed the upper right button with the right index finger when the right moving object changed, the upper left button with the left index finger when the left moving object changed. The lower buttons were pressed (with either thumb) when no change was detected. Accuracy and manual reaction time were measured. Reaction time data were used to exclude outliers. Only accuracy data were included in the analysis.
2.1.1.3. Design. The factorial combination of the type of displacement (RM object, AM object, or no displacement), the type of saccade target (RM object vs. AM object), the side on the screen (left vs. right side of the screen), and the direction of translation of the moving objects (upwards vs. downwards) produced 24 different conditions, with 16 trials per condition. Each subject completed the resulting 384 trials in two sessions of 192 trials each. A number of trials were excluded from analysis. First, trials in which the subject did not keep fixation until the tone was presented, were eliminated. Second, trials in which the subject made a saccade to the wrong object also were not considered. Furthermore, trials where the moving object started to occlude the stationary object before subjects gave a response were excluded. This was done in accordance with previous experiments (Gysen et al., 2002, in press ). Finally, for each subject, trials with manual reaction times smaller or larger than 2.5 SD below or above the mean were eliminated as outliers. Based on these criteria, 17.4% of the trials were excluded from further analysis.
Response proportions were converted to signal detection values. Hits (i.e., correct identifications of the object that shifted position) were combined with false alarms (i.e., false reports of a displacement of that particular object when nothing was displaced) to derive d 0 values. 3 Misattribution data (attributing a change in RM to AM or vice versa) were analyzed separately.
2.1.1.4. Apparatus. Stimuli were displayed on a Sony 17 00 screen with a resolution of 800 Â 600 and a 75 Hz refresh rate. The display was viewed binocularly at a distance of 60 cm. Head movements were restricted by a head-and chinrest. Four response keys were connected to a Pentium 233 MHz PC, which controlled stimulus presentation and response registration.
Eye movements were monitored with the Eye Link system (version 2.01 revision, 1999, SensoMotoric Instruments, Teltow, Germany). Only movements of the right eye were tracked. The sampling rate of the Eye Link system is 250 Hz. Every 4 ms, the horizontal and vertical gaze position are sampled. Based on this information, the decision about the status of the eye (saccade, blink, fixation) can be made. As soon as a saccade is detected, the computer for stimulus presentation gets this information from the eye monitoring PC within 20 ms after saccade onset and initiates a display change within 13.3 ms. 4 Mean saccade duration was 47.1 ms in Experiment 1, which gave the computer ample time to perform a display change before the end of the saccade.
Results
d 0 -values were entered in a repeated-measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) with motion status of the displaced object (RM vs. AM), saccadic status of the displaced object (target vs. non-target), direction of motion of the displaced object (downwards vs. upwards), and side of the screen where the changed object was presented (left vs. right side) as within-subject variables and subjects as block variable. The motion status of the changed object was not involved in a significant effect (F < 1). Sensitivity was higher for changes in the saccade target object ðM ¼ 1:52Þ than for changes in the non-target object ðM ¼ 0:79Þ, F ð1; 7Þ ¼ 10:61, p ¼ 0:013, MSE ¼ 1:6. Sensitivity was lower for displacements in the downwards moving object ðM ¼ 0:88Þ than for displacements in the upwards moving object ðM ¼ 1:42Þ; F ð1; 7Þ ¼ 11:91, p ¼ 0:01, MSE ¼ 0:78. Furthermore, the interaction between the displaced object's saccadic Figure presenting the sequence of events in a trial. Frame 1: presentation of fixation cross. Frame 2: three crosses appear where the objects will be presented. Frame 3: three objects appear: one stationary object, one object translating in the direction of the stationary object (RM), the other moving object translating in isolation (AM). Frame 4: during the saccade, nothing or one of the moving objects can be displaced. After the saccade, subjects give an answer.
3 To obtain d 0 we followed the constant ratio rule (MacMillan & Creelman, 1991, pp. 243-245) . From the overall contingency table produced by the three stimulus types (shift AM, shift RM, no shift) Â3 response types (AM shifted, RM shifted, nothing shifted), we extracted two 2 Â 2 tables (shift AM vs. no shift Â AM shifted vs. nothing shifted, and shift RM vs. no shift Â RM shifted vs. nothing shifted). This was done separately for each of the saccadic status Â direction of motion Â side of the screen combinations.
status and the side of the screen where the changing object was presented was significant, F ð1; 7Þ ¼ 7:2, p ¼ 0:031, MSE ¼ 0:26. Fig. 4 shows this interaction pattern. Apparently, subjects were best at detecting intrasaccadic displacements when the displaced object was a saccade target object on the right side of the screen.
Misattribution data (7.03% of the trials with a displacement) were analyzed separately. An ANOVA on the percentages of misattributions, with motion status (RM vs. AM), saccadic status (target vs. non-target), direction of motion (upwards vs. downwards), and side of the screen (left vs. right) as within-subject variables and subjects as block variable, revealed that misattributions were not differently distributed across AM (8%) and RM (6%).
Discussion
As expected, sensitivity was higher for changes of saccade target objects than for changes of non-target objects. The saccadic status of the displaced object was involved in an interaction with the side of the screen where the displaced object was presented. Performance was best when the target object was presented at the right side of the screen. This could indicate a right visual field advantage for saccade target objects. However, we could not replicate this in subsequent experiments.
Furthermore, performance was better for the upward translating object than for the downward translating object (or in other words, for the translating object presented in the lower visual field since direction of motion was entangled with position on the screen). We will elaborate on this finding after discussing the outcome of Experiment 2.
Unexpectedly, sensitivity for displacements of the moving object that was translating toward the landmark object was not higher than sensitivity for displacements of the moving object without landmark. A possible explanation is that the eccentricity of the objects was too large to afford efficient relative coding. The strong effect of saccadic status indirectly supports this hypothesis. 5 Hence, we decided to repeat Experiment 1 but to place the objects closer to the central fixation point, thereby decreasing the presaccadic eccentricity of the landmark object and the two moving objects and the postsaccadic eccentricity of the non-target object.
Experiment 2
The purpose of Experiment 2 was, first, to explore the effect of the presence of a stationary landmark object on the detection of intrasaccadic displacements of the translating object when the objects were presented at a smaller presaccadic eccentricity (%6.4°instead of 8°at the saccade onset time). Second, we wanted to examine whether the upwards translation (lower field) advantage effect we observed in Experiment 1 could be replicated.
2.2.1. Method 2.2.1.1. Subjects. Eight psychology students (six women, two men) participated in the experiment. All had normal or corrected-to-normal vision. None of the subjects participated in the previous experiment.
2.2.1.2. Apparatus and stimulus displays. The apparatus and stimulus display were identical to those used in Experiment 1, except that the eccentricity of the landmark and the two translating objects relative to the fixation cross was smaller than in Experiment 1 (%6.4°i nstead of 8°at the time of the saccade). This shortened the duration of the saccade (mean saccade duration time was 42.3 ms), which implies that the display change happened more closely towards the end of the saccadic eye movement. The average time of the termination of the display change was 8.47 ms before the end of the saccade (in Experiment 1, this was 13.7 ms). Because of the smaller eccentricity of the objects, the intrasaccadic displacement (0.5°) now was %7.8% of the distance between fixation cross and the target object.
2.2.1.3. Procedure and design. The procedure and design were identical to that of Experiment 1.
Based on the same criteria as Experiment 1, 17.2% of the trials were excluded from further analysis. d 0 was Fig. 4 . Sensitivity (d 0 ) to intrasaccadic object displacement in Experiment 1. Means (and standard error) plotted as a function of the changed object's position on the screen (left vs. right side) and its saccadic status (target vs. non-target). Translating objects were displaced by 0.5°. 5 Although the presaccadic eccentricity used in Experiment 1 was the same as that used in previous research (Gysen et al., 2002) , the postsaccadic eccentricity of the non-target moving object, was much larger in Experiment 1 compared to previous experiments. again computed for each subject in each condition. Misattributions (1.66%) were analyzed separately.
Results
d 0 -values were entered in a repeated-measures ANOVA with motion status of the displaced object (RM vs. AM), saccadic status of the displaced object (target vs. non-target), direction of motion of the displaced object (downwards vs. upwards), and side of the screen where the changed object was presented (left vs. right side) as within-subject variables and subjects as block variable. Again, there was no significant effect of motion status (F < 1). Sensitivity was higher for changes in the saccade target object ðM ¼ 2:23Þ than for changes in the non-target object ðM ¼ 0:77Þ, F ð1; 7Þ ¼ 53:53, p ¼ 0:0002, MSE ¼ 1:28. Sensitivity was lower for displacements of the downward moving object ðM ¼ 1:26Þ than for displacements of the upward moving object ðM ¼ 1:73Þ; F ð1; 7Þ ¼ 14:51, p ¼ 0:0066, MSE ¼ 0:48. Furthermore, the two variables interacted, F ð1; 7Þ ¼ 6:49, p ¼ 0:038, MSE ¼ 0:5. Fig. 5 shows this interaction pattern. For the non-target object, subjects show higher sensitivity for displacements when the object is moving in the upward direction. For the target object, the difference in sensitivity for displacements in up-and downwards motion is much smaller.
Analysis of the misattribution data (1.66% of the trials with displacement) showed that misattributions were equally distributed across RM (1.65%) and AM (1.67%).
Discussion
Decreasing the eccentricity did not result in a relative encoding advantage: Displacements of the RM object were not detected more accurately than displacements of the AM object.
In comparison to Experiment 1, where the presaccadic eccentricity of the objects was larger than in Experiment 2, sensitivity increased (albeit only for the target object) and the percentage of misattributions decreased.
Experiment 2 confirmed the effect of direction of motion (especially for non-target objects) observed in Experiment 1. Subjects were again better in detecting displacements of the upwards moving object than displacements of the downwards moving object. 6 However, in Experiments 1 and 2, the direction of motion was confounded with the screen position where the moving object was presented prior to the intrasaccadic displacement. Upwards motion always implied that the translating object was presented in the lower visual field whereas downwards motion implied that the translating object was present in the upper visual field. In other words, the advantage for upwards in comparison to downwards motion could entail a lower visual field effect instead of a direction of motion effect.
Behavioral studies have shown that humans perform better on various visual tasks when the stimulus is presented in the lower than in the upper visual field. For instance, figure-ground segmentation is more accurate in the lower visual field (Rubin, Nakayama, & Shapley, 1996) . He, Cavanagh, and Intriligator (1996) 7 suggested that attentional resolution is greater in the lower visual field. In an attentional tracking task in which subjects had to fixate a central dot and track indicated target objects, tracking performance was better in the lower visual field. He et al. (1996) proposed that attentional processes affording the isolation of items are probably more efficient in the lower visual field. Recently, Genzano, Di Nocera, and Ferlazzo (2001) demonstrated that the lower visual field superiority extends from visual perception to spatial memory tasks.
There is some evidence for differences between upper and lower visual field representation in the retina and in subcortical and cortical brain structures or areas. In humans and monkeys the density of cones and retinal ganglion cells is not uniform across the retina. Apart from the foveal region, there is a greater density of ganglion cells in the superior hemiretinas than in the inferior hemiretinas (Curcio & Allen, 1990; Curcio, Sloan, Packer, Hendrikson, & Kalina, 1987) , albeit that this asymmetry is strongest at much larger eccentricities than the eccentricities at which the objects in our experiments were presented. In monkey dorsal lateral geniculate nucleus (dLGN), striate, and extrastriate cortex (such as MT/V5), the representation of the lower Fig. 5 . Sensitivity (d 0 ) to intrasaccadic object displacement in Experiment 2. Means (and standard error) plotted as a function of the changed object's direction of motion (upwards vs. downwards) and its saccadic status (target vs. non-target). Translating objects were displaced by 0.5°. 6 We did not observe a significant difference in mean latency and amplitude of saccades to up-and downward moving objects (see also: Schlykowa, Hoffmann, Bremmer, Thiele, & Ehrenstein, 1996) .
7 Ellison and Walsh (2000) doubt the generality of He et al.'s (1996) findings. They suggest (p. 8) that 'the lower visual field advantage is limited to situations where the lower visual field is stimulated in isolation or in very simple visual scenes . . .'.
visual field is larger than of the upper visual field (Maunsell & Newsome, 1987; Maunsell & Van Essen, 1987; Schein & de Monasterio, 1987) .
Magnetoencephalograhic (MEG) responses show stronger occipital cortical activation to lower field than to upper field black-and-white checkerboard stimuli (Portin, Vanni, Virsu, & Hari, 1999) . Furthermore, Naito, Kaneoke, Osaka, and Kakigi (2000) only found asymmetry in MEG responses for up-and downward motion in the upper and not in the lower visual field. 8 According to Previc (1990) , the lower visual field would be specialized for visuomotor coordination in near peripersonal space, primarily controlled by the dorsal processing stream (whereas the upper visual field would be more involved in scene parsing and recognition of stimuli in far, extrapersonal space, which is largely controlled by the ventral pathway). In support of this, Genzano et al. (2001) showed that accuracy in a spatial relocation memory task was higher for stimuli presented in the lower than in the upper visual field. In addition, a concurrent spatial interference task disrupted the lower visual field asymmetry, whereas a concurrent visual, non-spatial task did not. Danckert and Goodale (2001) demonstrated that visually guided manual pointing movements to stimuli in the lower visual field were faster and more accurate than the same movements to stimuli in the upper visual field.
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In Gysen et al. (2002, in press), we speculated that the superior detection of intrasaccadic displacements of a translating object could be due to a motion loop within the dorsal pathway with greater accuracy and processing speed for translating than for stationary objects. In view of Previc's (1990) suggestion that the lower visual field is strongly linked to processing stimuli in the dorsal stream, it is probable that our observation, that displacements of an object moving downward in the upper visual field were harder to detect than displacements of an object moving upward in the lower visual field, may be a visual field effect rather than a direction of motion effect. In fact, Previc (1990) suggests that (p. 520): 'the lower visual field is functionally linked to ocular movements (i.e., pursuit and vergence) associated with tracking an object as it is brought e.g. to the mouth . . .'.
Furthermore, he suggests that the lower visual field is more sensitive to motion and luminance.
In Experiments 1 and 2, subjects had to make eye movements (more specifically initiating pursuit) and judge moving objects located in different visual field positions. A lower visual field advantage for motion and a functional preference for pursuit in the lower visual field could explain the result of the better detection of changes of the object moving upward in the lower visual field.
Experiment 3
The main purpose of Experiment 3 was to explore the effect of the visual field position of translating objects on the detection of intrasaccadic displacements of these objects. In Experiments 1 and 2, direction of motion (downwards vs. upwards) was always coupled to a position on the screen (respectively upper vs. lower side of the screen). By using horizontal motion, direction of motion and screen position could be disentangled. Additionally, we presented a landmark object to examine the effects of relative coding. In Experiment 3, the same stimulus displays were used as in Experiment 2, but the stimulus was 'rotated' 90°(around the fixation cross) so that the position of the fixation cross and the eccentricities of the objects remained constant, but the translation was now horizontal in the upper and lower parts of the screen (Fig. 6 ).
2.3.1. Method 2.3.1.1. Subjects. Eight psychology students (six women, two men) participated in the experiment. All had normal or corrected-to-normal vision. None of the subjects participated in the previous experiments.
2.3.1.2. Apparatus. The apparatus was identical to that used in Experiments 1 and 2.
2.3.1.3. Stimulus displays. The stimulus was identical to the stimulus used in Experiment 2, except that everything was rotated (the fixation cross as midpoint of the rotation) 90°(see Figs. 1 and 6 ). This resulted in Fig. 6 . Representation of a stimulus situation with horizontal translational motion. 8 In the lower visual field, MEG responses to upward motion were not different from responses to downward motion. In the upper visual field, MEG responses to downward motion were larger than to upward motion. Naito et al. (2000) suggest that, under the assumption that the upper visual field is specialized for far space and the lower visual field for near space (cf. infra), the asymmetry could be related to the fact that objects in far space fall down more often, whereas objects in near space show no such predominance. 9 Whereas the evidence for the hypothesis of a lower visual field advantage in tasks involving the dorsal stream is quite strong, the outcome of studies on an upper visual field advantage for tasks that rely more on the ventral stream is rather mixed (cf. Danckert & Goodale, 2001 ). the same position for the fixation cross and the same eccentricity for the objects (6.4°). In contrast to Experiment 1 and 2, objects translated on a horizontal trajectory. Translation was created by displacing the two moving objects 1 pixel each frame. One object was moving horizontally in the lower part of the screen, the other translating object moved in the opposite direction in the upper part of the screen (velocity ¼ 2:68 deg/s).
2.3.1.4. Procedure. The procedure was comparable to that used in Experiments 1 and 2, but since horizontal motion was used, some changes were made. At the beginning of a trial, as in Experiments 1 and 2, a fixation cross was presented, followed by three extra crosses that indicated where the objects would appear. 250 ms later, the objects appeared and two objects immediately started moving horizontally. One translating object moved horizontally towards the stationary object (RM). The other translating object moved in the opposite direction towards the other side of the screen (AM). The RM and AM object were moving in the lower or upper part of the screen. This was randomized across trials. Again, depending on a tone signal, a saccade was made to the moving object in the lower (low tone signal, AE300 Hz) or upper (high tone signal, AE1500 Hz) part of the screen.
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In half of the trials, the subject had to make a saccade to the RM object, in the other half to the AM object. During this saccade (mean saccade duration was 48.1 ms) a position change could take place: The RM object shifted (1=3 of the trials), the AM object shifted (1=3 of the trials), or nothing changed (1=3 of the trials). The displacement consisted of a 0.5°shift backward or forward relative to the position of the object prior to the initiation of the change. The position change was, as in Experiment 2, %7.8% of the distance between fixation cross and saccade target object. The subject had a fourbutton response box and pressed the upper right button with the right index finger when the moving object in the upper part of the screen changed and the upper left button with the left index finger when the moving object in the lower part of the screen changed. The lower buttons were pressed (with either thumb) when no change was detected.
2.3.1.5. Design. The design was the same as that used in the two previous experiments except that the side of the screen was now the upper vs. lower side and the direction of motion was now leftwards vs. rightwards. Each subject participated in two sessions of 192 randomly ordered trials.
Based on the same criteria as Experiment 1, 20.5% of the trials were excluded from further analysis. d 0 was computed for each subject in each condition. Misattributions represented 2.13% of the trials in which an intrasaccadic displacement took place.
Results
d 0 -values were entered in a repeated-measures ANO-VA with motion status of the displaced object (RM vs. AM), saccadic status of the displaced object (target vs. non-target), direction of motion (leftwards vs. rightwards), and side of the screen where the changed object was presented (upper vs. lower side) as within-subject variables and subjects as block variable. No significant effect of motion status was found (F < 1). Sensitivity was higher for changes in the saccade target object ðM ¼ 1:57Þ than for changes in the non-target object ðM ¼ 0:33Þ, F ð1; 7Þ ¼ 22:2, p ¼ 0:0022, MSE ¼ 2:19. Sensitivity was lower for displacements of the moving object in the upper side of the screen ðM ¼ 1:33Þ than for displacements of the moving object in the lower side of the screen ðM ¼ 1:57Þ; F ð1; 7Þ ¼ 20:07, p ¼ 0:0029, MSE ¼ 0:9. Furthermore, saccadic status and side of the screen interacted, F ð1; 7Þ ¼ 7:82, p ¼ 0:027, MSE ¼ 1:2. Fig. 7 shows this interaction pattern. For the target object, subjects showed higher sensitivity when it was moving in the lower side of the screen. For the non-target object, performance was low in the upper as well as in the lower side of the screen.
Misattributions were, as in previous experiments, equally distributed across AM (2.1%) and RM (2.15%).
10 This tone signal was more difficult to process as a cue for saccade direction than the cue used in previous experiments. This was reflected in the saccade latencies. Average saccade latency was 418 ms in Experiment 3, it was only 261 and 292 ms in Experiment 1 and 2 respectively. Fig. 7 . Sensitivity (d 0 ) to intrasaccadic object displacement in Experiment 3. Means (and standard error) plotted as a function of the changed object's position on the screen (lower side vs. upper side) and its saccadic status (target vs. non-target). Translating objects were displaced by 0.5°.
Discussion
Experiment 3 did not provide evidence for a beneficial effect of the presence of a landmark object for the transsaccadic encoding of positional information of translating objects. This finding is in agreement with the outcome of Experiments 1 and 2.
As in the previous experiments, there was a significant effect of saccadic status. Sensitivity was higher for changes of saccade target objects than for changes of non-target objects.
More importantly, the effect of the side of the screen where the displaced object was presented was replicated:
11 Performance was better in the lower part of screen. Possibly, presaccadically tracking a moving object is easier or more accurate in the lower visual field (He et al., 1996) . Better presaccadic encoding can (after the saccade) aid in the detection of a change in the path of the moving object. Following Previc (1990) , the condition where the moving object is presented in the lower visual field, and a pursuit eye movement has to be initiated in the lower visual field, should result in the highest sensitivity. This is indeed what we found.
Experiment 4
Gysen et al. (2002) investigated the detection of intrasaccadic displacements in stationary and translating objects. We observed that sensitivity was higher for the translating object than for the stationary object. In Gysen et al. (2002) all stimuli were presented in the lower part of the visual field. In Experiments 1, 2, and 3 of the present study, we observed a sensitivity advantage for translating objects presented in the lower visual field. This implies that the findings of Gysen et al. (2002) might be special because all stimuli were presented in the lower field. Therefore, in Experiment 4 we extended our previous experiments (Gysen et al., 2002) , by not only presenting the stationary and translating objects in the lower part, but also in the upper part of the screen.
2.4.1. Method 2.4.1.1. Subjects. Six psychology students (six women) participated in the experiment. All had normal or corrected-to-normal vision. One subject had participated in Experiment 2.
2.4.1.2. Procedure. Each subject participated in four sessions of 192 randomly ordered trials. Two sessions involved stimuli below the fixation cross (in the lower visual field). In the other two sessions, the stimuli were presented above the fixation cross (in the upper visual field). Fig. 8 clarifies the two stimulus situations.
At the beginning of a trial, a fixation cross was present. The subject fixated the cross and pressed a button to indicate that he/she was ready to start the trial. Two crosses were presented where the objects would appear. After 250 ms the objects appeared and one object immediately started moving horizontally (at 2.68 deg/s) towards the other object (the direction of motion was randomized across trials). After 1 s, a tone signaled the subject to make a saccade. Depending on the ear in which the tone signal was given, a saccade was made to the left or to the right object. At the moment of the saccade, both objects were approximately equally far from the fixation cross. In half of the trials, the subject had to make a saccade to the moving object, in the other half to the stationary object. During this saccade (mean saccade duration was 50.7 ms), a displacement could take place: The moving object shifted (1=3 of the trials), the stationary object shifted (1=3 of the trials), or nothing changed (1=3 of the trials). The change was a 0.5°(for the moving object) or 1°(for the stationary object) shift to the left or to the right of the position that the object held immediately before the initiation of the change. 12 The position change was respectively 6.26% or 12.5% of the distance between the fixation cross and the object (%8°a t the time of the saccade onset). After the saccade was made, the subject had to indicate which object, if any, had changed by means of the four-button response box, used in previous experiments.
2.4.1.3. Design. The factorial combination of the type of displacement (translating object, stationary object, or no displacement), the type of saccade target (translating object vs. stationary object), the side of the screen where the objects were presented (upper vs. lower), and the direction of translation (leftwards vs. rightwards) produced 24 within-subject conditions, with 32 trials per condition. Each subject completed four sessions (two sessions with lower-side stimuli, two sessions with upperside stimuli): Half of the subjects first saw the stimuli in the lower side of the screen, while the other subjects first saw the stimuli presented in the upper side of the screen. Based on the same criteria as Experiment 1, 18.4% of the trials were excluded from further analysis. d 0 was again computed for each subject in each condition. Misattributions represented 7.8% of the trials in which an intrasaccadic displacement took place.
2.4.1.4. Apparatus and stimulus displays. The apparatus was identical to that used in the previous experiments. The stimulus display was identical to that of Experiment 3, except that only the RM object 13 was presented in the upper or lower part of the screen and eccentricities (at the time of the saccade) were 8°instead of 6.4°.
Results
d 0 -values were entered in a repeated-measures ANO-VA with dynamic status of the displaced object (stationary vs. translating), saccadic status of the displaced object (target vs. non-target), direction of motion (leftwards vs. rightwards) and side of the screen where the changed object was presented (lower vs. upper) as within-subject variables, and session order as betweensubjects variable.
Sensitivity was lower for displacements of the stationary ðM ¼ 0:87Þ than for displacements of the moving object ðM ¼ 1:62Þ, F ð1; 4Þ ¼ 19:79, p ¼ 0:011, MSE ¼ 0:68; replicating our previous findings. Sensitivity was higher for changes of the saccade target object ðM ¼ 1:53Þ than for changes of the non-target object ðM ¼ 0:96Þ, Fig. 9 shows the interaction pattern. The difference between saccade targets and non-targets was larger for objects in the lower part of the screen than for objects in the upper part. Subjects are better for the target object in the lower part of the screen than in the upper part. For the nontarget object, the difference between the lower part and upper part shows the same trend but is less pronounced. This is also in line with the data of Experiment 3.
The analysis of misattributions revealed no significant effects. Note that the percentage of misattributions for changes of the stationary object was somewhat lower (5%) than the percentage of misattributions for changes of the translating object (11%).
Discussion
As in Experiment 3, sensitivity for intrasaccadic displacements of the translating object was higher in the lower visual field than in the upper visual field. Furthermore, Experiment 4 showed that a lower visual field advantage was also present for the stationary object. This points in the direction of an attentional visual field effect (He et al., 1996) , rather than a direction of motion effect (see also Experiment 2). Importantly, performance was significantly better for the translating object than for the stationary object, even though displacement size for the stationary object was twice as large as for the translating object. This agrees with Gysen et al. (2002) .
As in Experiments 1, 2, and 3, the effect of the saccadic status of the displaced object was significant. Performance was better for the saccade target than for the non-target object. Moreover, the performance for the target object was most accurate in the lower part of the visual field, which confirms the findings of Experiment 3. 
General discussion
In this report, three experiments are presented that investigated the influence of a stationary landmark for encoding translational motion and for detecting intrasaccadic displacements in the path of the translating object. On any trial, relative (presence of a stationary landmark) translational motion and translation in isolation were presented. No evidence was found for a better transsaccadic encoding of the path of motion in the relative situation: Sensitivity for intrasaccadic displacements of the RM object was equal to sensitivity for displacements of the AM object. The task was not easy. The two objects (RM and AM) were moving in opposite directions in opposite visual fields and at relatively high eccentricities 15 (presaccadically %6.4°or 8°, but larger--11°or more--for the non-target object after the first saccade was made). However, even in the target conditions, performance was not better for the RM object, when compared to the AM object. Previous research (Gysen et al., 2002) , in which only one object was present on a trial, demonstrated that relative encoding of the distance between the translating and stationary object was certainly not the only explanation for the high sensitivity for intrasaccadic displacements of the translating object. The experiments presented in this article support this conclusion.
We did obtain evidence for a lower visual field advantage. In Experiments 1 and 2, performance was always better for upwards motion than for downwards motion. However, upwards motion was associated with an initial lower field position; whereas downwards motion was associated with an initial position in the upper visual field. In view of the available evidence (cf. supra: neuro-anatomical and physiological support, MEG-, and behavioral experiments), the hypothesis was put forward that the better sensitivity for intrasaccadic displacements of the upwardly moving object was a lower field advantage, instead of a directional orientation advantage.
In Experiment 3, we used relative and absolute horizontal motion in the upper versus lower visual field. The direction of the motion was left-or rightwards and was no longer confounded with a position of the object in the lower or upper visual field. Using these stimuli, we again found better performance for the moving (RM or AM) object presented in the lower visual field. This agrees with behavioral, anatomical, and physiological evidence for a lower visual field advantage. From the perspective of Previc's (1990) suggestion that the lower visual field is specialized for processing stimuli in the dorsal stream, the present study supports Gysen et al.'s (2002) hypothesis that the superior detection of intrasaccadic displacements of a translating object is afforded by a specialized motion loop within the dorsal pathway.
The stimulus configuration we used in previous experiments (Gysen et al., 2002) was always presented in the lower visual field. Experiment 4 was done to examine the relative sensitivity for intrasaccadic displacements of stationary and translating objects in the lower as well as in the upper visual field. First, we replicated the lower visual field advantage found in Experiments 1-3. Second, we replicated the higher sensitivity for displacements of translating than for displacements of stationary objects as observed in earlier research.
In sum, several lines of evidence (Gysen et al., 2002, in press; Pollatsek & Rayner, 2001, in press) support the hypothesis that the transsaccadic spatial perception of translating objects is accomplished by a mechanism that has to be differentiated from the system at work for stationary objects. Furthermore, the results presented in this article suggest the possibility of a motion system within the dorsal stream that is highly accurate for spatial interactions with lower field stimuli.
